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Parameter of Derivation 
No~se from small hermetic compressors, as used in today•s household refrigerators, air conditioners, and heat pumps is mostly radiated from the vibrating compressor shell [1,2,3], Typically, the most important mechanical vibration excitation occurs under steady state operating conditions [3). 
Not much previous research in the area of compressor vibrations has 
~ncluded studies of the forced excitation of cylindrical shells. Brookbank and Faulkner [3] studied the influence of internal mounting brackets on sound emission. In their paper, the influence of the shells displacements and its cross-coupling effects were neglected. 
:nan approach taken by Kjeldsen and Madsen [1], the optimization of the lnternal spring location to reduce the force transmitted to the shell houslng was consJ.dered. Using a very simplified model, they 
determ~ned that an optimal locatJ.on existed where no force was 
~ransmit:t:ed to the shell under steady state conditions through the sprlng supports. 
This study deals with determining the combined vibration response of a compressor body and its shell housing under steady state conditions. The receptance method was used to solve for the response of this combined system. The elemental systems were a rigid body model of t:he compressor connected to support springs and a continuous model of a Slmply supported shell. The reason for using the receptance method was 
simplicity. The receptance method can eombine any number of systems joined together through distinct attachment poJ.nts. Since a compressor is usually connected to the supporting shell housing by a known number of mounting elements, the reeeptance method is ideal for determining this combined system's response. 
To simplify the model, gravity was neglected. Therefore, the compressor itsel~ was modeled as a free floating cylindrical mass with a unbalance force rotating around its outer surface. The compressor 
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shell was modeled as a simply supported thin wall cylindrical 
shell 
which has a classical solution. The combined system being model
ed is 
shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the su
pport 
elements in the support plane. 
THE RJ:CSPT.ANCE METHOD 
The receptance at a point is defined as the ratio of the deflection
 
response to the input force excitation. This input force can be a
t the 
point of interest or at any other point on the system. 
To circumvent the problem of dealing with massless spring elements, 
these elements are combined with a system that has an associated 
mass. 
This makes the receptances of-these systems more complicated than
 just 
displacement over forcing. The case of a spring attached to a sy
stem 
was treated in reference (9]. Here, a damper is also considered
, in 
addition to the spring system. This case was treated in deta
il in 
reference [10]. From reference [10], the receptance of the total syste
m 
contains two parts, the receptance of the mass and a recep
tance 
contribution due to the spring and damper being added to the sy
stem. 
Thus, the receptances of the mass-spring-damper system can
 be 
represented as; 
a: =a: + 1 
Ol,Ol 1,1 K + j(o)C 
From this equation, it can be concluded that the receptance of a sy
stem 
connected to a spring and damper in parallel is given by the recep
tance 
of the system at the point of connection plus 1/(K + jWC). 
CONNECTING MULTIPLE SYSTEMS 
W1th this bas1c definition of receptances, the response of a system
 
connected by more than one point can be determined. Since
 the 
simplified compressor model is connected at three dist1nct points to
 the 
shell housing, the receptance equations for a three point conne
ction 
between two systems will be discussed. 
Thus, for- the system shown in Figure 3, the receptance equations
 
for the system can be determined. The use of a single input ca
n be 
justified from the basic mechanics of this system. !t can easil
y be 
shown that for this compressor model the motion in the two prin
cipal 
directlons are uncoupled. 
To ob-tain the solution for a single input force, the coml:lined
 
system is divided into its two subsystems. Ey use of force equilib
rium 
conditions, the response of the shell can be shown to be [10] ; 
Through similar manipulations, the response at any point in the sy
stem 
can be determined once the receptances of the two subsystems are k
nown. 
COMPRZSSOa RZCEP~CZS 
Previously, the response of a mass-spring-damper system was
 
determined. It was found that the receptance of the mass-spring-da
mper 
at the point of attachment contained the receptance of the mass p
tus a 
receptance term for the added spring and damper. Thus, this know
ledge 
can be applied to the compressor system being modeled; however, it
 must 
be understood that only radial displacements are being considere
d in 
this solution. This a simplifying assumption for the recep
tance 
solution of the compressor to keep it consistent with the solution
 used 
for the -compressor shell housing. 
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Since the receptance at a point is determined as the displacement response divided by the forcing, a force, is applied at each point and the displacements of the corresponding points are determined, ThiS will allow the derivation of the receptance at that point along with all the corresponding cross receptances. 
Since only motion normal to the surface is considered, the use of superposition to determine the displacement as either the cosine or the sine portion of the harmonic solution to the equations of motion is justified. Since time is assumed to be separable, the ratio of the displacement response amplitude to the forcing response amplitude can be determined directly. Next, the response of each point of interest on the compressor body due to the application of this force is calculated. The resulting receptance values for the compressor due to this applied force are determined through application of the definition. 
SPRING AND DAMPER RECEPTANCES 
s~nce the compressor model has spring and damper elements, the receptances of the compressor system need to be modified to account for these elements. As shown previously, the receptance of a system with a sprlng and damper attached is different from that of the system alone. Since the spring and damper element are attached to positions 1,2, and 3 of the compressor, these positions need their receptances modified. The difference in the two system's receptances at these positions is 1/(K + jWC). The modified receptance values are given in table 1. 
SHELL RZCEP~CES 
The second system is the compressor shell housing. It is described as an equivalent circular cylindrical shell. The receptances for this system are easily determined because of the type of solution used for the shell d~splacement. The receptances for this system are defined in the same manner as those of the compressor. The receptances for the system are def1nect as 
• • sin ( .umx1 ) sin ( l!lltX;) coa (n (81 -8;)) .S( t) (31.1~-2-E E L· L phl!L1t .,.1 ,.o ~ C C e !il 2 [1- (-) 2 ]2 + 4C 2 (-) 2 .n 1m: (&) 1IU'l liZlf Cl)mn 
The details of the derivation are shown in reference [BJ. 
PADMJ:TP.XC STUDY OF MODEL 
This paramecric study will involve changes in spring stiffness, damping ratio, force location, support location, and forcing frequency. The effects on location will also be investigated. Table 2 shows the standard values used in the parametric studies. The output will either be an attachment point or along the circumference of the shell unless otherwise stated. First, the steady state displacements of the shell at the three support attachment points were calculated. For the undamped system, the dependency on time at the three support connections is expected to be identical except for a phase shift due to location. Since the springs are located 120 degrees apart, the displacement functions are expected to have a phase shift of 120 degrees. This is verified by Figure 4. 
For the damped system, there is expected to be an additional shifting of the displacement phase and a change in the response amplitude. This is shown in Figure 5. However, the relative response of the three attachment points is the same as for the undamped case, w~th a phase shift of 120 degrees between them due to location. 
The next question is how does the shell respond to the forcing along its length. The displacement of the shell along its length had the largest relative displacement in the plane of support attachment as expected. 
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Figure 6 shows, in 60 degree int
ervals, how the shell responds t
o 
the force as it travels around
 the compressor. Thus, the fo
rce is 
either at an attachment point 
or 180 degrees out of phase w
ith an 
attachment point. Therefore, 0 a
nd 180, 60 and 240, and 120 and 3
00-are 
the negatives of each other. 
Another characteristic of Figu
re 6 is that the shell vibrate
s 
approximately in the n=4 mode. H
owever, the lowest natural freque
ncy of 
the shell ~s 7337 rad/sec and as
sociated with m~l, n~3 mode. Sin
ce the 
normal operating frequency of t
he compressor is 60 H~ or 377 
rad/s, 
which is well below the lowest n
atural frequency of the shell, w
hy does 
the model not predict the shell
 to vibrate in its lowest: mode 
shape? 
The reason is quite simple. It c
an not vibrate in this mode. Sin
ce the 
supports are symmetrically mount
ed, the only way the shell can v
~brate 
in its lowest mode (n=3) is if th
e forces are exactly in phase wit
h each 
other, but in Figure 4, it wa
s determined that the forces a
re 120 
degrees out of phase. Therefore
, since the shell cannot vibrate 
in its 
lowest mode, it will vibrate in t
he lowest mode the forcing will 
allow. 
This is the n=4 mode the model p
redicts. 
The addition of damping to the
 model increases its complexity
. 
Figure 7 shows the displacement 
of the shell around its circumfe
rence. 
In figure 7, it is shown that for
 light damping the displacements 
of the 
shell increase at some location 
wh~le decreasing at others. Ho
wever, 
Figure 7 also shows that for the 
non-dimensional parameter greate
r that 
3/10, the displacements are dec
reased throughout the shell. T
his can 
only be attributed to the phase 
lag of the damping. At larger da
mping, 
the forces of -the spring are b
eing countered by the forces o
f the 
dampers. 
Since the most common support f
or the compressor is a mounting
 
spring, how the spring stiffn
ess affects the displacement 
at an 
attachment point is of interest.
 It was decermined that as the 
spring 
stiffness is increased the shell
 response increased. 
The effects of location of the 
forcing plane and the attachmen
t 
plane are shown in Figure 8 and
 Figure 9. For the force locati
on and 
attachment planes, the relations
hips seem to have large linear r
anges. 
The relatively identical curves
 for the force location and s
upport 
location are to be e:ocpec:ted si
nce the force location is inv
ersely 
proportional to the support loca
tion [10]. It is also verified t
hat an 
optimal position exists for m
ounting the support elements t
o the 
compressor as indicated by refere
nce [1]. The effects of frequenc
y were 
not determined since most comp
ressors operate well below the 
lowest 
natural frequency of a typical s
hell housing, and only the funda
mental 
imbalances are considered. 
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the 
relationship between the mass and
 
the mass moment of inertia 
on the displacement of the 
shell, 
respectively. The initial filte




In conclusion, it was found th
at the compressor and its shel
l 
housing could be combined suc
cessfully to obtain a more re
alistic 
analytical model for a small herm
etic compressor. However, it sho
uld be 
noted that the common assumption
 of a rigid mounting for the des
ign of 
compressor suspensions is valid 
since the compressor displacemen
ts were 
typically three orders of magn
itude greater than the shell h
ousing 
displacements. On the other han
d, the shell model is affected b
y the 
coupling effects of the two subsy
stems. The cross-coupling e·ffec
ts a:re 
responsible for the mode shape 
predicted by the system model. 
The 
expected mode shape is one mode
 number greater. This is due t
o the 
forcing on the shell by the compresso
r. 
It was discovered that damping c
an greatly affect the response o
f 
the shell at locations other than
 the attachment points. This is 
shown 
in Figure 7. 
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Th.e effects of the spring stiffness on shell response displacement was almost a linear relationship for the parameter ranges studied. An increase in the spring stiffness increased the shell's displacement. Wh~le th~s was an obvious observation, it did give confidence in the combined system model. 
In reference [1], an optimal location was determined for the compressor support locations. It was ,found that an optimal location existed for the support mount location of the combined system as well as for the force location. This optimal support location verification is further validation of the computer simulation model results. 
As a further check on the system, the mass of the compressor, the mass moment of inert~a of the compressor, and the shell thickness were var:~.ed. The expected results were obtained from thi5 5tudy. Thi5 increases the belief that the combined system model can be used to predict the behavior of the small hermeti~ compressor. 
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Figure 1 The system model. 






Figure 3 The combined system. 
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Compressor Receptance Values Compressor Receptance Values 
Receptances Receptances 
a 11 , a,, a,, 
1 1 b2 
au. a.o -12[_1 -~] K+jCC- c2m- Q2/ 2 Q2in 0 2/. 
a.1:z• CX.13~ O'.zt 
1 [ 1 b
2 
] 
a,, a,,. a.: 
a.,, a,, a,, a., 1[ 1 m] 2 0 2m + C2/ 2 Q2m . Q2/ 
CXH, 0.41 , a 4.s 0 a,., a., 
a,. 12[ 1 ba l 2 czm Q2/ 
a,. a, 1 
1 ba 
a.,., a., 
1 az -~- +- ----C2m Q2/ Q2m C2/ 
Table 1 compressor Receptance Values. 
Compressor-
Imbalance Force 1000 N 
Forcing Frequency 60 Hz 
Spring Stiffness 20000 N/m 
Damping Ratio 0.05 
Compressor Mass 12.170 Kg 
Moment of Inertia 0. 046125 Kg-m2 
Distance to Force 0.05 m 
Distance to Supports 0.05 m 
Shell HOUSJ.ng-
Density 77'17' Kg/m' 
Thickness 0.003 m 
Radius 0.100 m 
Length 0.300 m 
Young's Modulus 207 X 10 9 Pa 
Poison's Ratio 0.291 
Table 2 Parametric Study Parameters. 
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Figure 4 Undamped displacement 
versus time at the 
attachment positions. 
Figure 5 Damped versus 
undamped displacement. 
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Figure 8 Displacement versus 
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Figure 10 Displacement versus compressor mass.
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